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NEWS OF THE LAW SCHOOL
Two members of the full time faculty, Messrs. Fred-
erick W. Invernizzi and L. Whiting Farinholt, Jr. have been
promoted from Associate Professor of Law to Professor of
Law.
Professor G. Kenneth Reiblich has rejoined the full time
faculty after an absence of around five years with the legal
staff of the Consolidated Gas Electric Light and Power Com-
pany of Baltimore City. Prior to that, Professor Reiblich
had been Professor of Law from 1930 to 1944. Professor
Reiblich will be teaching the courses in Constitutional Law,
Administrative Law, and Public Utilities.
There were 478 students enrolled in the Law School
in the Fall of 1949. Of these, 261 were in the Day school,
and 217 were in the Evening school. The entering Day class
contained 117 members and the entering Evening class con-
tained 87 members. There were 89 colleges and universi-




The REVIEW announces the Reprint Series of the MARY-
LAND LAW REVIEW. This will involve the separate reprinting,
in pamphlet form, of certain articles or pairs of articles from
earlier numbers of the REvIEw which are in demand on a
separate basis. The REVIEW is no longer able to sell odd
numbers from its file of back issues, as they are being
saved for binding in complete sets or for sale for such
purpose, and so it was decided to reprint separately certain
articles which are in demand as such.
For the present, only such articles from the REviirw
itself as may be in demand by lawyers or students will be
reprinted. Later on, it may prove feasible also to reprint
in the same series articles in demand by the students at the
Law School, such as those published by faculty members
in other law reviews, and similar material useful in teach-
ing. None of these latter have yet been arranged for but
it is anticipated that, if the Series proves successful, they
may follow.
The Reprint Series are to be sold at the standard price
each of 98¢, plus 20 State Sales Tax, total $1.00, payable in
advance, and postage will be prepaid. Orders should be
addressed to the REVIEW offices, with remittance, and the
Reprints may be ordered by number.
The following three Reprints are now available, and
others will be announced at a later date:
1. Everstine, The Legislative Process in Maryland, 10
Maryland Law Review 91-155 (from Vol. X, No. 2,
Spring 1949); and Everstine, Titles of Legislative
Acts, 9 Maryland Law Review 197-245 (from Vol.
IX, No. 3, Summer 1948).
2. Strahorn, Void and Voidable Marriages in Maryland
and Their Annulment, 2 Maryland Law Review 211-
259 (from Vol. II, No. 3, April 1938); and Strahorn,
The Confusing Maryland Domestic Relations Pro-
cedures, 4 Maryland Law Review 275-296 (from Vol.
IV, No. 3, April 1940).
3. Kaufman, The Maryland Ground Rent-Mysterious
But Beneficial, 5 Maryland Law Review 1-72 (from
Vol. V, No. 1, December 1940).
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